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Abstract
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1. Xntrnductlom

Since World War H,scicntists have tried to develop techniques which would allow computers to

behave more iiku human beings. The research effort, which usually goes by the fanciful name of

‘Artificial Intellig?ncen, typically involves abstract problem solving, decision making, plar.ning,

machine learning, and natural Ianguagc understanding. Essential to most AI research efforts is

the heavy reliance of high level symbolic manipulation tools which favor serial computation. In

fact, it is probably fair to say that the majority of the Al researchers believe that since most high

level information processing taking place in our brains are of the “serial terminating search” type,

it wculd be quite unnecessary to resort to rrmssive parallelism to duplicate human intelligence.

This should not be construed to mean that AI workers do not believe that parallel computing

can p!ay a role in the implementation of AI techniques in hardware. On the cont:rary, most

computer scientists in AI research will readily acknowledge that parallel computing can solve

the bottlenecks associated with many kinds of recognition and pattern matching problems that

occur in AI. However, the con~ellsus is that when it comes to knowledge processing, parallelism

is a poor substitute for sequential heuristic search. The major drawbacks in the traditional

AI methodology are their extreme brittleness and the enormous amcunt of mr npowe: usually

required. To wit, even tlie most complex and the most sophisticated piece of AI uoftware which is

ca~ahlc of performing impressive tasks in its specialized domain will ‘cr=h” as soon as it is taken

}Jcyond the scope originally contemplated by its designers. on the other hand, most four-year

old chi!drcn can cope with strange or unexpected situations, without having been programmed

Ly an entire army of AI designers!

A drastically diffcrcilt appmac!l to machine intclligcncc has been attempted by neural mod-

elers who hclicvc that mawivc parallelism, distributed information storage and aasociativc inter-

.:rmncctions, as suggested from biological cvidcncc, should he the b~e upon which to construct

intclli~cnt dcvlccs, With the hlg advanmw in faqt microchip tcchrmlogy, such a ccmncctionist

approach h~~ Imcn gaining support ~mong noncom putcr-scientists. It can bc argued, however,

that while ccrtni[l neural models can indeed pcrfcwm rclativc:y !OWbwcl cognitive functions like

pattern rwmgnitions and wwmc;ativc mvmory admirably WCII, no higher Icvcl function~ such sa

planning, dcci~l. n Inakinfl, and understanding romantics have been nucccmively demonstrated by

thin npproncll. Nwmrthckvm, the irhm rrn ttins an attractive ono. mpccially from the poirlt of view

of nonlinmr dynnmic~l ~y~trms, Imngit)r thr complox intmaction {Na hul~e number of m!uron-likr

prorwwmrn pmwin~ ~ignal~ to mm armthvr. It iH not hard to Lclimw that the nystcm wi, 1, cxccpt

ill OXtVfllC Ritllati(lllh, WO!V(’ ill R lIK)St llrll)r(’(]ik’tlkl)]~ WRY, ‘~]la~ thhi IIWF!t hC S0 Call h illf~rr(!d

froill tho hy row wrll-cfltnl)lifllml fmt thnt twml in a murh Himplcr nonlirmar dynamir.nl sy~trm of

much Iowor (!illmnNi(mnlity thrrr rait Lr m]Nitivlty to both the iiliti~ll ~tatc and the paramctrir

dqm~dorm iil thp rl)mt extremr Irmnnm; NOmuch NOthnt t}li~ dynmlirml nynt.m can k klaid to
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behave in an unpredictable fashion. Note that typically AI researchers try to design systems in an

algorithmic manner so that the software so produced can usually be proven to perform exactly as

prescribed. Any degree of unpredictability that infrequently shows up in the program is usually

considered to be a cam of malfunctioning and accordingly are treated with great disdain. Indeed,

the point of view of wanting the system to perform useful intelligent functions seems incompatible

with unpredictability. Yet ihe behavior of a human being is not exactly predictable either. Still

we can count on another human being to perform certain tasks for us. Hence with certain limits,

unpredictability does not necessarily mean unreliable performance. In fact, our own free will can

be traced back to the unpredictability of our mind. This by no means implies that the free will

of the human being can be simulated by merely introducing a large dose of randomness externaly

into the system, just as we cannot argue that the turbulent ocean waves have any more ‘free

will” than that of the human being simply because they are more unpredictable.

“rhe main characteristic difference between the thought process of the human brain and the

motion of the turbulent ocean seems to come from the ability of the human brain to store,

process, and retrieve information. Try to feed information to the ocean waves and it is quirk Iy

lost. Many physical systems driven far from thermal equilibrium also display memory eflects.

However, these tend to be of very short time scale so they are more akin to the short term

memory phenomenon of the human brain than the long term memory one, the latter being of

much greater importance to higher level intelligence of humans. Onc physical systcm capahlc

of long term memory is the Ising spin glsss model, its relationship to the influential mm-lcl of

Hopfield ha’’ing already been pointed out by numerous authors [1]. Another spin-glass-like model

with nollMarkovian spin-spin interaction functions haa been demonstrated by Fukushima [la] to

be capable of spatio-temporal associative memory. The information in both cases can be stored by

modifying the nonlocal spin-spin interaction strength (to model the ncuronal synaptic strength)

according to IIcbbian rulm which, in efhct, “Icarn” patterns by performing weighted summation

of exterior products of pattern vc(.tors. The latter can bc shown to ho the bina?y cmrclation

functions of the pattern vectors in the statistical lncchanical Bcnse. The major drawback of Lhc

binary cmrm!ation function modclrn can bc mcn from the fact that if wc desire spatial translational

invariance (tcmpcmd translational invariance i~ automatic, abrmlutc time simply has no rncaning),

then the binary correlation functions arc simply the Fourier t’aneform of the power mpw-trum.

IIcncc all information about the angular dcpcndcncc of the individual Fourier cmnponcnt of the

pattern vcrtors IS totally lost, ‘fh lack of ringukr dcprndcncc mvcrrly iimitq the rnpahility

of such sy~tc~w to pcrforln pattmn discrill~ina~ ion twiks. In fnr.t, the memory capncity of I,hc

Ilopfh:ld rnod(’1 is extrmncly low, bcinc of th(’ order of *i/411qp in most caww, whmt’ n i~ th~. tolnt

nurnbrr of ncurorls.

The prm.cdirrg dimuwirm !s mmtly pertinent to the so r.dlwl “autormmciativc mrmory” rrmd-

clling [I ], In the hctcros.mociativo rww [I ], thr rmwlrch is u~’’idly dircctml tow:ird clnwificnli[)n
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of patterns accordinc to their membership in respective equivalence classes. Here the applica-

tion of Hebbian learning rules leads to the ‘correlation matrix” method [1,2]. Unfortunately the

correlation matrix can only store the “average” pattern vector of any given equivaleilce class. It

certainly will not learn the equivalence class of, gay, your grandmother, because the “average” of

grandma’s pattern vec’tor can only be a big blurr, quite indistinguishable from that of your pet

octopus, for example.

In this paper, we propose to improve the memory capacity as well as to enhance the pat-

tern discriminating capability of the neural system by the introduction of higher order tensorial

memory functions (correlations). In so doing, we depart significantly from the Hebbian doctrine.

Since there does not seem to be any neurophysiological evidence to support the assumption that

the synaptic connections arc higher order in nature, we will focus our attention on whether such a

system can display intelligent behavior, The possibility of implementing higher order correlation

by using hidden neurons wi!l be discussed in a separate paper. ‘*Veconsider neural models which

are capable of spatial iM well as spatio-temporal associative memory. For the spatial memory

problems, the memory pattern vectors are stured in the form ~f stable fixed points of neural

dynamics, each with a large basin of attraction. A large basin of attraction means that even

relatively noisy or incomplete information can be used to evoke the full memory. The memory

recall process consists of evolving the neural s:’stcm in discrete time steps from the starting ~tate

which corresponds to the incomplete pattern information vector until it converges to a fixed point.

Onc of the most striking =pects of the higher order correlation models is that even when

relatively large sets of patterns arc stored, it usually takes no mole than one discrete time step

for the initial vector to convcrgc to tho proper fixed point, thus making the high order scheme

very attractive from the point of view of computing efllcicncy, For the spatimtcmporal mmlcls,

a multi-associative neural network is used iogstker with a shiftin2 operator. Since the pattern

vectors arc now functions of the time, it is no Iongcr possible to usc the time axis for error

correcting iterations. Fortunately, because of the cxccllcnt convergent properties of the higher

ordw schcrnc, it is possible to introduce a very small number of intormcdiatc time strps (two or

three arc usually enough) to allow each pattern vector to iterate several tirnm before the next

pattern vector comes in. For the more realistic situation where the successive pattern vectors stay

c!~sc to onc anothm, additional iteration strps can bc Rainml bt’cau~c the bnains of attraction of

thr individual ;mints of i ?C attracting orbit tend to merge togctl,cr, forming a single basin, thus

allowing the ntatc vcctnr ‘o convcrgc toward the attrmting orljil m]iabatically. Multiamo(, iativc

rmvnory can also bc used M both n ~l)l~tial an(! a opati(~tmnpmrd pattrrn clamificr. ‘1’hc Inttcr

clrm Iy hafI it:, application in slwcch rmognition.

The multiple attr:lrt.or mmlr! us dwwrilwd Imicfilly implcmcnt~ the ‘Icarning from pmitivo cX-

ainplmn pnrndigrn. Ilowcvcr, pcrhap~ just M import~nt iII the “hvwning from negative cxamplm”

pnradigll:, which can bo implcmrntcd hy inw*rtinR rrpcllrr~ tl, nt rorrmpond to ncgativr cxnmplc
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pattern vectors into the neural dynamics. Note that the introduction of repellers is very different

from the “unlearning negative example” paradigm, which simply corresponds to the eradication

of a previously learned ~atter.n attractnr but doe. nothing to prevent the same mistake from being

made in the future. Weak repel!ers can also be employed to perform minor surgery (sculpting) of

the baaina of attractions without affecting the baaim of neighboring attractors [3].

The learning paradigm enc(- untered no far can be broadly categorized as “rote” learning, or

learning by memorization. In fact, with few exceptions, most of the neural network reaerach to

date can be said to belong to this general category. The main drawback of this approach is that,

while it is possible in theory for the oystem to memorize all possible situations that the system is

likely to encounter and the appropriate reaponma therein, it would require a tremendous a:nount

of memory storage and the computing power. For example, in the case of learning chess-playing

ukill, it simply does not make any sense to try to memorize the responses to every possible

move that the opponent is likely to throw at you! Nor, in pattern recognition problems, is it

reasonable to store every conceivable profile of your grandma’s f~e! The predominant view in

the AI community on these matters is that the difficulties associated with information storage and

processing can bc solved by using information compression methods utilizing feature detectors,

thus rendering it pawible to process the reduced information on a higher Icvcl using symbolic

processing t~hniques.

The proklcm with the AI approach is that the solcction of features for detection, the actual im-

plementation of feature cxlraction, and the heuristic rules for symbolic processing of the abstract

.eaturcs all have to hc pragrammcd explicitly, a mcmumcntal task. For example, even though

we’ve all learned to recognize our own grandma’s face, it in hard to determine exactly what act of

feature detectors wc use in our brains to enable us to make the proper idcntiticaticm. The point

is that the proccming aasociatcd with feat urc detection arc all done at very low Iavcls, below our

conscious ICVCI.13ccausc of our innbility to rccognizc our own featuru~dctccting a~bsystcms, it is

very difficult to tranefcr our own cxpcricncc into the design of proper noftwnrc and/or hardware

tools to implement the feature-opacc paradigm. In our attempt to ovcrcomc t)msc obstacles, wc

propose the fallowing alternative: instead of trying to find out how to detect sa!icnt features,

wc can simply overload thr neural nctwmk with patterns well beyond the capacity of the ncuml

systcm to store thnrn without causing mvcr~ mutual intcrfcrcnrc. Simp;c arguments lmrrowml

from utatititirai mcchanicu can bc used to convinrc us that wlmt actua!ly gets storm] in the ncura]

dynamico urc no Iongcr the individual pattcrno uimc tlmmc tend to get wiwhcd nway i,hrrmgh

mutual dcntructivc intcrfcrcncc of input pilttcrn vcctor~, and all that rcmainn in, in Rornc mnm,

cartain roprmcntutimm of the ntatidical or cauml invarinnt~ of the ever-changing mwinmmmt,

much in the Eamc way the mdogrnrm nrc cm.~truchx.l.

The prmcding remark should Not bc taken to mcnn that OIJ r approach in hc ;o~rqdlic.ld in

nature. Fur from it, our proposal dom not rcquirr trmtin~ the neural nctwmk M n opticd-grnd~’
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media, nor is there any need to introduce coherent wavefronts. About the only thing in common

between these two tipproaches is the pom~ we just mentioned. Ul our higher-order correlation

model, the statistical/causal invariant are encoded into the higher-order spatimtemporal corre

lation connections dirr~~ly. It is clear that since binary correlation models can only learn binary

correlations, by defini~ion they have about as little predictive ability as that of the binary cor-

relation functions of fully deve!oped fluid turbulence, once the memory is overloaded. It is also

cleat that, the higher the order of the interconnections, the more complex are the correlations

the network can learn. The ultimate limitation nf this approach is in hardware implcrnentation,

which gencrall y favors lower order interconnection.

The saturation learning paradigm just presented affords a tremendous compression of infor-

mation content because it, eliminates the bulk of redundant mminfomnation which (kJeS not have

any causal consequence and ;s therefore devoid of any contextual m=aning. Note also t!~at because

of the nature of the correlation functions in a highly varyi~:g environment, signal patterns tend to

get fused into localized (both spatially and temporally) chunks and are stored as sur.h. The co-

herent spatio-temporal information chunks arc in many ways reminiscent of the so!iton structures

in nonlinear continuum systems, Furthermore, since there arc interconnections (or nmlinear cou-

pling coefficients), it follows that the neural network will behave like a multi-adaptive filter which

is sensitized to incoming signals containing only those information chunks, In fact, with proper

thresholding, it is possib;e for the ncurai network to allow only those signals having the proper

chunks to pass through for furil. ”r processing. Obviously the threshold behavior itself must also

bc adaptive, For example, a threshold can be hjwered by just ‘paying .=ttention”. Otherwise no

new information will be learned. Often, though, new information can be just a new combination

of already chunkccl information. Thus wc cun identify the localized invariant spatit> ~rinporal

chunks to bc the output of some sort of local feature detectors (filters),

l’hc concept can bc gcneralizccl uvcn further. For example, let us =sumc thnt there is another

layer of slower neural network whi -h monitor:; the highly thrcsholdcd output from the first layer

(t,,,c adaptive feature-dctcxting filter layer) so that only the strongly resonant filtered feature

chunks can get througl~ tu tl~c Bccmld neural Iaycr. Then thu feature chunks now bccomc the

smallmt irreducible information units for the input signals of the mcrnd layer. By analo~y, the

intcrcorrclation among various feature unit~ can bc further integrated into higher Icvcl chunk~,

thus leading to a CVCIIhigher IWCI rcprmcntation of the icnowlcdgc. In fact the rclntionships (hot]i

s]~iitii~l mn(l causal) anmn~ different fcatllrc unit~ can be reasonably called rules, In conscqucncc,

a two-lwml ncurd network systmn can IN snid to Iw capwhlc of learning rules. ThQ reason for

u~lng a slowrr (Iongrr time constnnt) neural network for tho Mccond layer in that since the apatio-

tcmporml r.orrclationm of the feature unilfl arc by clcfinitiou wcnkor but may have much Iongcr

s~)at,i~}-t(!rr~porul range, thcrrforc, only an accumulator wi!.h ~u~lcicntly long time constant can

pick up such wonk correlations. ‘1’hcsitulltioll iNvcr] mimiltw to ti~at in particle physim where very

o



strong correlation generaied by the strong force Icads to highly localized chunks known as nuclei;

the wca.ker electromagnetic force leads to much longer range but weaker correlations; and the far

weaker gravitational force in turn leads to tiny but eAt;emely long-range correlations which can

be detected only by integrating (averaging) over macroscopic space-time volume.

Once the network’ system can be taught rules, it becomes capable of recognizing pattern

classes instead of just the individual patterns. This gives the system strong immunity to noisy

environment as well as great flexibility. This ability to synthesize rules also makes it possible to

design networks which can perform neural programming of almost arbitrary complexity.

2. Wndamental network dynamics

Neural networks are often modeled by approximating neurons by threshold elements. The neurons

interact with one another through an irlterconnection matrix which simulates neuronal svna~tic

connections. Learning can be achieved through Hebbian-]ike modification of the interconnection

matrix [1,2], which has the eflect of either creating new attractors or changing the I ations of

existing attractors so that the system can produce appropriate responses to a set of external

stimuii. More generally, a neural network can be considered to be a nonlinear dynamical system

with a largs number of degrees of freedom together with a large set of adjustable parameters

which in turn are controlled by other nonlinear dynamical equations with very long characteristic

time constants, Of course, the importance of interaction between two time scales has long bee:

recognized in physics. Yet none of these physical systems display any behavior which could be

characterized as being “intelligence”. Clearly, there is more to an intelligent system than just

tw+timescale interactions. To simulate synaptic plasticity, the long-time subsystem will have to

behave ill some way like axl accumulator. The requirement of large memory capacity sterns to

dictate the existence of a large nurr,bur of attractors with nontrivial basins for tile short time

subsystem. It is not obvious whether or not any sufficiently complicated system having the

above men~ioned properties can display some sort of recognizable ‘intelligcntn bchtivior, even if

‘intclligcncen is interpreted in the Iooscst sense.

I’hc particular model we conyidcr is heavily influenced by a rcccnt article by llopficld [1].

The main difference being that the interconnection in our model is of ten~orial character, rather

than the matrix-type interconnection of the Ilopficld mode!. Specifically, wc dclinc a I,yapunov

(energy) f’unclion
NN N

(1)
VI M Vb

wt.cre $’ : (S1, S2, .SN) is m state vcclor whose components, .Sjl j =. I, ~ N, can only a-~sllm~ thr

V[tlu{?ii Of 1 or -1, and k ~pccifics lhc ordrr of thn intcrconnoctimis. The dynamical evolution of

L}){,f~gt suhsy~tcm i.qgovcrnrd by the following diwrrtc map:



where W(Z) is a step function whose value is 1 whenever z > 0 and -1 otherv~ise, an d Sj”) is just

the ith component of the neuron “spin” at the nth discrete time step. The modifiable synap~lc

interconnection tensor T$)..”, satisfies the following long time evolution dynamics:

where ~t:;:l!: is a positive definite matrix which has the property that all permutations of {PI.. .~k}

and {VI. . .Vk } leave it unchanged. Hence it follows that T~~!.“h is also a symmetrix tensor provided

that T(OJv, .Iuk is initially symmetric. a -1 in eq. (3) is of the order of the characteristic time scale for

long term memory. For very small values of a, Tif.!.”, can be considered to be essentially constant

in time (namely it is independent of n). Thus eq. (2) can be treated as a nonlinear discrete map

with constant coefficients, i“, ..,v~. As a special case, we can take z.,...”, to be of the form

where f(r) = (f~r), f:),. . ..N )●(P’ is a pattern vector which corresponds to the Pth input pattern

and m is the total number of patterns stored in TV,..,v, . Here again, we assume that {jp) can

have values of AI. With suitable choice of the D tensor, it can be demonstrated that eq. (2) has

more than m attractors. Indeed, if we consider the simplest case of D = 1, the energy function II

becomes (see eq. (l)),

E= ‘@ ,S)k, (5)
r=l

For sufficiently large values of k, E has very sharp maxima whenever s is close to one of the

pattern vectors, {(p), provided that m is of ihe order of Nk-l/tnlv or less [4], where N is the total

number of neuro~s. (Note that ss = t(r) , ~(r) = N).-—
A very interesting property concerning the discrete dynamical eq. (2) for 12 = 1 ard k=even

is that the energy function defined in eq. [5) is a nondccreasing function of time. To prove this,

we note that
AE’~f~(& + As) - E(a)

N
- k )11 l;,.. u.Sti, , ,S,,h_, ASvh + R

(6)

v, .,’V4

where

From cq. (2) and the dcllnition of the W-function, it follows that

(7)
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The equality holds only for ASi = O. From (8) we can see that the first term on tha right hand

side of eq. (6) must be nonnegative. It turns out that R can also be shown to be nonnegative.

To show this, all we need to demonstrate is that the function,

(9)

is nonnegative. Using the method of mathematical induction, we first establish that ~1(z) = T220.

Now smume that L(Z) z o for all integers ~s q, we will demonstrate that f~+l (z) is also nonnegative.

In fact, we can show that

jq+l(z) – fg(z) = (1+ z)2~+2– (1 +z)z~ - [1+ (2ij+ 2)2] + 1 + 2qz

= !(1+ Zp – 1][(1+ 3)2 – 1]+22 (lo)

> [(1+ z)” - 1][(1+ *)2 -1]20,

where we have made use of the fact that (N - l)(V - 1) z o for all nonnegative values of y. Q.E.D.

,. Although the nondecreasing property of E has been shown only for the case D = 1 and k=even,

it “is l,ot hard to generalize to cases when the D’s are positive definite matrices. Dynamically, this

implies that the discrete dynamics governed by eqs. (2) and (5) admits only stable fixed Pf)kt

attractor. This combined with the fact that E contains sharp maxima for ~ = f(p) implies that the

pattern vectors <(PI are indeed the stable attractors for the neural dynamics. It shou;d be noted

that Hopficld first. proved that both the asynchronous scheme and this scheme has the hill climbing

property for the binary correlation model [2]. Although it can be argued that an asynchronous

firing model is probably a more realistic representation for biological neural networks, it should

be pointed out that the synchronous scheme has several advantages over the asynchronous one.

For example: (a) synchronous maps have the semi-gro’~p property in that the composition of two

synchronous maps is a synchronous map; this facilitates a group theoretical approach, (1)) the

synchronous scheme is more amenable to parallel computation, (c) the deterministic nature of the

synchronous scheme makes the results easier to interpret (the baains of attractioi~ can be uniquely

defined), (d) ~ynchronous maps can move the state at most one Hamming distance at a time,

whereas synchronous maps allow the state to jump more than one Hamming distance at each

discrete time step; thus it ia harder for the synchronous maps to get stuck at a local maximum.

However, for odd order correlation models, the dynamics is no longer strictly hill climbing in

the synchronous scheme. In our research, both the synchronous and asynchronous schemes are

studied.

The advantages of using repellers to rcprcscnt negative examples have already been stated in

the introduction. Naivdy, it would seem that a rcpcllcr can be created for pattern vcr.tors f(”)

simply by changing the energy function (5) to

E=- y({(r) S)k -- $:(f(”~ ~S)k, (11)
p~ I ?1=1

9



since then g(”) will be minima instead of maxima and therefore will be avoided in any hill climbing

algorithm. The trouble with (11) is that even for even order (k = M) correlation models, the

presence of negative weights invalidates the proof of the nondecreasing property for E. In fact

if we assume that g = ~, then for sufficiently large k, E can be approximated by –(t. S)k. The

discrete dynamic eq. (2) now becomes

s(~+l) =
u W[–(f. ~(”))k-l~ + ~mall remainder]. (12)

Clearly, for S(o) s ~, we find s(l) = –<, which in turn means that ~(z) = {,. - -etc. Thus it is found—
that the introduction of -[g’ E)k in E merely adds a 2-cycle attractor to the neural dynamics, not

the repeller as one might have anticipated. This difficulty can be circumvented by modifying (11)

in the following way:

mp

–) - 51(4”) “S)k+ + “~ “q(”) “s)’-il.~= ~($p) .s ‘ (13)
p= 1 n= 1

The corresponding dynamical equation becomes

~(”+1) =
i (w y(fv) .S(n) k-l

}
) ~(r)_ ~ [(f(m) .~(n))k-l .+ ~(~(~) . ~(~))k-z]g(m) , (14)

p=~ - — m=l

.4gain let us assume that ~(o) s f e {~(”’l}. Equation (14) can be written as

~;fi+l) = W {–(f .~(n))k-l~ – N(f . ~(”))k-z~ + remainder}. (15)

This time, the time sequence of E becomes

‘l’he reaaon that ~(z) is no longer near f is that (g ~S(l)]’ ‘ and N(I, E(l))k-a exactly cancel each—
other when S( 1, = ~, consequently the subsequent dynamics is no longer governed by +~.

The behavior just described provides a very interesting model for the conditioned avoidance-

escape respwise to negative stimulus? such as shock. If the subject inadvertently touches an

exposed hot wire and suddenly realizes it, the first reaction is to take a step backward and then

hesitate before deciding to move in a path which does not intercept the exposed wire. Actually

we are getting a little hit ahead of ourselves in the above example, since we have not yel discussed

heteroamociative memory which 1s more appropriate for the above case; neither have we talked

about how to insert input into the neural network (the neural net defined by eqs. (2) and (3) is

strictly autonomous!).

To address the problcm of input, it is ncccssary to modify cq. (2) aa follows:

(17)



where ~[”1 is the input vector at the nth discrete time step and B is the gain control parameter;

i.e., if we set p = O, then the input signal is turned cJI. The evolution of the state vector & when

the input is turned off can be compared with hallucination.

We can now understand how eq. (4) is derived. Assuming that m (the total number of input

time steps) is sufficiently small that (1 - a)~ is still very close to one, and that the first m input

signals are
~(~) = ((n) ,n = 1,2,...m, (18)

then eq. (4) follows immediately from eqs. (3) and (18) provided that P = 1 (the input channel is

open) during the learning period and that we sue considering the dynamics of the system not long

after the learning period (i.e., m+ tm > n > m,: <c I). Since the factor, (1 - a), in eq. (3) represents

forgetting, the long term memory as described by eq. (3) essentially operates in a “first in] first

outm fashion, To ensure that a particular item (pattern vector) is retained in the memory bank,

it will have to be revisited from time to time. Also an item which has been frequently visited

will have a large weighting factor attached to it, which tends to give it a higher energy ]leak as

well as increasing the corresponding attractor basin, Again this seems to correlate well with the

behavior of long term memory in human.

As a nonlinear dynamical system, however, there is always the danger that if the attractor

basin of a particular pattern vector becomeG Iargc enough to dominate the dynamics, then its

weight will grow even further, making it even more dominant. This will lead to a vicious cycle

with the end rcsu!t that the attractor basin of this particular pattern vector will encompsss the

entire ctate space. One way to avoid this cat=trophe is to allow the weighting factor to saturate

at a value low enough that it cannot dominate the neural dynamics. There are several ways to

implement this. One ia by introducing attentional feedback control to the learning dynamics (3),

namely

Tj;t:j = (1 - o) Tj:!,v, + ~a ~ D:;:::::S~~ Bu, Sj;) (19)
wl~,,ph

where ~ is the a’ttentional feedback gain control (i.e., when ~ is iarger than one, the system can

be said to be “paying attention” which enhances learning speed, on the other hand, when ~ is lens

than one, than the system is not ‘paying attention, and the rate of learning slows downj. The

problem ie to find an attention controller which is intelligent enough that it can automatically

reduce q to zero whene} er a particular pattern vector begins to dominate the dynamics, One way

to do this in to uoe a BOcalled ‘novelty fiiter”. However, this will be the topic of another article

and will not be diecumed any further here.

A more direct way is to introduce nonlinear termn which can saturate the runaway instability.

One of the simplest ways to accomplish this is to consider the following learning equation



is just the energy (Lyapunov) function defined in eq. (1) and evaluated at the nth discrete time

~tep; J and ~ are small parameters which have to be chcsen so that the nonlinearity is sufficiently

small that it does not slow down all learning and yet net so small that it is unab!e i~~arrest the

~rowth of a particular atiractor before it is too late. The reaaon for using ~ instead of En in (2o)

:s to allow repellers to be included in Em. ‘. he way the nonlinear saturation rndmnism works is

u follows: whenever a particular pattern attractor becc mes large, then @n becomes very large

when st”] happenu to be in its neighborhood (namely, inside the attractor basin). This haq the

d%ct of dramatically slowing down learning and preventing further growth of the attractor basin.

rhis can be seen by rewriting eq. (20) for the special case J =~ (1. - a):

3quation (21) can be seen to be simply a special case of the attentional feedback learning (eq.

:19)) by identifying ~ with (1+ ● E:)-l. ill this respect, one might even generalize eq. (21) in

wch a way that (1+ ● ~) -i is replaced by a new function -I(E,,) which goes to zero whenever E,,

~ecomes too large, e.g., q(E,, ) = (1– E E~)/(1+- F h~),

To incorporate repellers into the learning mechanism, we need to introduce a critic. This

,Ian either be an external teacher or a built-in internal monitor which acf,s according to some

,lstab]ished set of ru]e~, For example, wc can have an internal probe which monitors the phyuical

vcll-being of the syswrn. If any physical damage has been detected, then a pain message will

)C sent to the learning subsystcm, To scc how Icarning ru!cs have to bc changed, we take, for

I.implicity, D: = 1 ~nd ignore the eaturaiion terms. Again a gain control parameter ~ is ca!lcd for,

,uld cq. (S) is changed to

T!;’;: - (1 ck)7i:.!,,, + a[f, (A) --- /.. (A)]sy ‘ ‘ ‘ Sfi)

$vhcrc
/+ (A) >0 Wtlcll A > (1 , I.-(J) ~ o when A <0

!, (A) -0 when A ~ 0, /. (A) - () when A >0

‘i’hc cnorgy function in tJliMcnnc bccormw

(22)

(23)

(24)



and the dynamical equation ib d~anged to

(25)

Note that an soon u the repellers are introduced, the dynamics is no longer strictly of the hill

climbing type, el~en with 19= O. This allows the oystcm to admit periodic attractor in addition to

6xed point attra :tors. Aperiodic attractors of coume are not poseible since there are only a finite

numbe~” of distinct otates, 2* to be exact. However, aa long M k is sufficiently large, any pattern

vector with sufficient weight is still a stable fixed point because for E = g, E is still dominated by

~.~’.

So far we have mostly specialized to the case IX= I. In terms of hardware implementation,

thio requires, in additior to the N primary processors, an additional (~) cuJ@ mcondary processors

with attendent interconnections to all primary procesqom. Even for a moderate k value of 4, and

a mm]] numb~r (JV- 10U) of primary processors, we need about IO’ secondary processors and a

like number of interconn=tions, a true hardware nightmare! A drastic reduction of the number

of :nterconnection~ as well accondary pwccmors can be achieved by choosing ~ to bc a sparse

connect ion tensor.

One way of accomplishing this is to have a randomly tielectcd submt of all possible intercon-

nections, as suggested by Kohoncn [2], The number oi interconnections in this ,ncthm.1 needs only

be dircdly proportional to the number of primary ncu~ona, inclead of t~(Jv~) when ~11possible

i:]tf’rco.” ncctions are used. If we tek~ M to be the averc,ge number of intcrmmncct ions pcr primarj

ricuron, then MN is the total number of intcrconn~ctions as WCIIas the number of ‘hhldcn” (sec-

ondary) neurons, The random sparse intcrccmimction model scorns to have some support from

nw.n ophysic,.cgical evidence 12]. From a thcorct icai point of view, though, it is rather difficult to

predict its behavior strictly on zn analytical bsais. It ~hould bc p(~intcd out that the term “ran-

tlom interconnectlons~ pertains only to the %patial” structure of the network; it uays al.mlutcly

nothing about L. .“ poesiblc c~imtcncc or the abscncc of “chaotic’ temporal behavior of the n+

work. Another intcrcating Idea in to allow the intcrconncctionn bc made in B oclf-r~mihw fwhion,

m~king if cdcr for the sysf,cm to corrclutc events which can be kamformcd to OIICanother by

● change in opatiul scaleu as WCIIau by time renormalization. ‘1’hr Inlermmnrxtiono arc arrnngml

in B !~icrarchical manner w Ith only nearest nci~hbor intcrconncc Lions at the lowcnt Imwl. ltu.h

kth order ncarcat ncighlmr interconnection clu~lrr imfcd to a %iddcn nuuron” [3]. ‘rhi~ “hiddn I

neuron” processes the Information paamd from the primnry ncurrm according to cqn. (7) and (0),

passca the proccuscd i:tformation hack down to the prinmry mwronn, updmtm the mmnmtivity

cdlicicnt (which can k conddcml to bc tho Nlntc ‘wr.tor for the %ir.h.lcn” neuron), nnd ah

pmcs thr avcrngcd mp:n value (rmlcr pnrnmctcr) 01 tlw primnry nouronn to WC IWXL Iovt’1,whmc

it undcrgoen nnothcr threshold upcrntiun to nupprmn nohwm ‘1’hr Nituntlon now hmmmm idrntkxd

13



to that at the previous level and the same clustering operation can be applied. The operation

which transform any given level to the next level can be described in Lems of the renormalization

group operator, R. Let &- be a connection tens~r between the hth level and h+ 1st level:

where ~ + 1 = (v, + t,, w + t~,. . uk + t~) represents a ‘near neighborn of ~ for g c g, and 6L<=

6V,6V, ,0 ~6“, (6” = 1 for v = O and O otherwise). The h+ Id state vector ~+ 1 is updat~ ‘ sa follow~:

Pl,,wh

where Oh+l = a 1,t 1, and @ is defined recursively ~!..

[
x 1s::~ = w < S:,+t, >h ❑ R@

U, “
i,Eg

(27)

(28)

< ,,. >m is thr time average operator for the hth time scale,, and S; - Sv. In cq. (27), we

have conveniently ignored the nonlinear saturation terms to simplify the equation. From the

construction of the renormalization group transformation (27) and (28), we notice that there

is nc longer a single short time scale. In fact, other things being equal, Iargcr objects tend to

evolve more slowly in time, and the self-similar scheme secnw to capture thi~ spatio-temporal scale

invariance quite nicely. The numhcr of interconrlections (and interneurons) in this scheme scales

as JVWV, which again is much more favorable than $he Nk scaling of the D=l scheme. While

the renormalization group scheme seems to have an uvcrshclming advantage in areas where scale,

invariance play an important rda, it shares the disadvantage with the random connection Bchemc

in its opacity to

method in which

analytical treatmcnfli Perhaps the simplest ~chcmc is the subspacc projection

the connection tensor I]: iti defined as

t? Iq=.. hfi-l

It can bc seen from (29) that only local interconnccticms arc allnwcd in this sr.hcmc. Using cq,

(4) for ~,, tho rcgulting expression for energy is,.

(:10)



between s and a particular pattern vector g, and attains maxirnur,? value when E = ~, provided

that k is sufficiently large. One interesting way of looking at eq. (30) is tha~ each term ({(Pi, P@k.-
in E can be considered to be the score of the local feature detector in the tth au hspace for the

candidate & and the energy function E can be considered to he the total votes cast by all the

local feature detectors ‘on S. This interpretation is particularly interesting from the point of view

of statistical inference schemes [s]. In fact , if we interpret E us a candidate hypothesis, then

E represents the total score registered for this p~.r+:--”’...ular hypothesis; and the hypothesis which

maximizes E is the most plausible one. Another interesting aspect of this particular scheme is its

relationship with cellular automata oi radius M. Further discussion of this scheme will be given

later in this paper.

Although the preceding discussion has been focused on autoassociativc memory, it can bc

extended to the heterowmociative case with slight modification. For the sake of C];lrity, hl us

for the moment drop the connection tensor D and assume that the primary neurons arc fully

interconnected. We will also ignore learning and simply take the correlation tensor T to bc

(32)
r=l

where {“” = (f:r),,,, , f~l) and q[~l = (n\r), II, n~,)) arc two ~attcrn vectors which rcpmscnt, rcsPc~:-

tivcly, the input vector of dimension, Nit and the output vector of d~mcn~ion, N,,. Hquation (32) is

a straightforward gcncralizat,ion of [’q, (5) for 11=1, Denoting the N~-dimensional input ncllronal

state vector by s and the N,,-dimcnsim.td output ncuronal state vector by L)., the “interaction”

cncigy ~i,lt bctwc~*I L!~C iilput and output ~tatcs is

1:1,,, = ~ ~ ,,,,,,,,,, ,,,, ,,,,,,,~,,h [l,,,, , , , , [I,,,9
1), la,

111

:- +ywl ,$)k(,,(l’! .{,)?k

(33)

,
,,- I

If k i~ ~ullicicnt]y largc,thcn it is not hml to scc th~t for s - f, wllrru f i~ onc of the Htorwl input

pattern, h’,,,, is dominatml I:y n fiinglc tcrnl

11’N!ILIH’I

(:’!,)

ITI



which is a very small number for any

The equations analogous to eq, (17)

[
~!m+ll s ~ ~{nl~!nl +s

reasonable value of N. Hence eq. (34) can eaaily

arc

1E ~.W,V*u,+,Vls!:’“ W)w ‘ ‘ ‘w’) 1
,1 Va.’,VhnlJ&+,..W, J

and
~(n+l~ s ;~

L
E IL,... 1s(n)...Sfilfjln)...~j:j,I Uhvivvb+aq,,,wU, Wb+8

l...wb,i,b,kd~,

Thus, if eq. (34) is true, then eqs. (37) and (M) are approximately

Sjn+l) =
[ 1

~ fi(~ . ~“’))k- l(? ~~[n])’-k + tenlai lder ,

“}.+1) =
[ 1W’~(f,@“))A(qIQ(’’))t-k-l+remainder .—

be satisfied.

(97)

(30)

(39)

(40)

Clearly, E and u will quickly convcrgc to ~ und g respectively. Therefore, the hetcrowlsociativc

network that wc have just rnodclcd has the desirable property that for any input sig.ial which is

sulliciently close to one of the ~torcd pattern, &[’l, not only will the input state c,mvergc to {’P)—
quickly, but it will also elicit a response in the output state which converges rapidly to q~p~. Such

R property i~ of course extrcrncly important in pattern recognition problems where q~pl could

rcprcscnt the name for an cquivalcncc class of which {(’”) is onc of the members..
An even more interesting application of the hctcroassociativc model is in problems d“ drawing

in[crcnccs and rcmlving hypothmls from a m-am of unccrtnin and inc.mnplctc cvidcrcc. The

stand-ml upproacll is to uso either a IInymiun i):[crcrlcc network, where ad ‘.OCscoring functions— ..—.
and ccrt.uinty f~ctors for in[crnncc rulm arv ~uppliwl by domain experts. The trouble with this

appronch ir4 that ti)c joint prohahilitim provided hy the experts are ununlly inconni~ tmlt and

inac.curat. c,and very cornplicatml glolml rolhhhtion proccmw hrc typimlly rcquird h) ~trikc a

balnnm bctwccn conflicting cvidcnrc. Ill contrh.yt, thr rcwwning prowvm cxhihitm! b]’ hurnnnn

uHuRlly progrrwsw in a narrowly focumvl incrcnicntut nlnnncr nlmig prmcribcd pnthwily~. And

tlw Mpocd nn(l wuic with which our l)rnin~ lwrforn~ l[)w Iwt’1 co~nitivo nnd interpret ivc fum:tiom

HCCFNto indicmtjo tlltit thorr nrr iiir lw~tm ~ny~ to nppr~mch irlfrrencc problrnm, {Inlikr the

piitturll roro~nit. ion prohlrnl, whm’ tlwrt’ oxi~ts n nlnily-t[>onc corrcml]ollfl(~llcc” Imtwem {f[’’)),

UH(lr)(’), {{(’”), imthe mt of pnttorn vmtorH which Iwloug to tllw ith m~llivmlcncc CIMH, !n irlfrrcrm

lml]lvtil~, th(* ]Jrohhili~tic infvroncr ruh aro typicmlly 01 this f wm:

If 1$”, 14FII ?/“) with ct,htlilicmnl prt~lmliilily l’(t/[’)\f( l))

or ,,(YI with prttllnllility /1(,, (2)1{( 11)

(41)



More genelally, there may exist an equivalence class {{[’’)), of evidence with the corresponding

set {q[p)}i of alternative hypotheses. Anytime E is close to f ● {~’r))it ~int can be shown to be——
domil~ated by

where {~:r)l~ G ~i} = {f(’’)}i, and statistical weights W(r) have been introduced to represent the

fact that the hypot’.leses, ~(P), in general are not equally probab!e,

The relations}.ip between the statistical weight w(r) and the probability can be gleaned from

the fact that the probability that E will converge to one of the hypotheses, q(r), is simply the

ratio of the number of states within the attractor basin of ~(r) to the total number of states

(= 2N), and that the basin always increues in size with the i~cresae of W(P). However, a prccisc

.ietermination of the functional dependency of basin size and ~(r) is extremely difficult for all but

the simplest cases. Nevcrthcles~, in most cases even a crude estimate of W(r) b~cd on subjective

probability (for example, ~imply equcte ~(r) with the probability) is prnbably no worm than the

likelihood ratio ploduced by experts. Once a set of rules is constructed, wc can allow those rules

to interact with one another, thus cnubling complex inferences to bc made. A simple way to

couple the var: ‘.” infcrcncc rules together is to feed the output state directly to the input state

in order to form a recurrent inftircncc nctwmk.

To understand this in dynamical tcrnls, Id \.s consider cqs. (37) nnd (33) to bc a mmlincar

mapping T between (,~t’’~,u~n)) and (S~’l+‘1,~),(*1~‘~):

(43)

with the initial conditio, i E([)) = ~ and u(”) = f!,). Note th~t we have amumod that 11[’) is Imgc

and P(’I) =.o for n :. 0. After intcratin~ the mup (43) B sufkicnt number of times, the initiill statv

vnctor (1, [10) is .-napped to an attractor which will bc taken to hc u fixed point ({, ~)):...

“’c’)‘ 7“”’(L)(:)‘()
wllcro O~. q i~ dclillod to ho tho Iinwl output vcc.lor. ol)viollHly” both ( nn(l o (I(!p(!lld 011f Illld v,,.

Ilcxm wc c.mn dolinc tho U,,-dependent mnpping bctwmm the input Bnd olltput vcctorm:



we nevertheless choose the former to emphasize the face that even for a modest N value of Id,

2N can be comidered to be infinite for all practial purposes). The complexity of E, we believe,

is the biggest difference between our approach and those using the HOcalled ‘linear associative

mappingW where E in assumed to be a linear function of i and independent of L.

Having defined Fg~, we now proceed to identify the output vector Q as the next input. We will

also assume that & is randomly generated for simplicity. Evidently, if we had more information,

we might be able to choose L judiciously to obtain an opti~.?al result. There are other possibilities;

for example, & can be taken to be ~ from the previouo calculation. The problem with the last

method is its deterministic nature. Therefore it is not readily amenable to etatioticnl treatment.

Assuming that L has uniform statistic, we can take .!I’ to be a stochastic mapping function

having the property that it will map 1 to one of the admissible attractors compatible ‘.vith 1 wit!l

a probability which is directly proportional to the mizc of the basin of that particular attractor,

Renaming Fb M P, we can define a stochastic recurrent inference network according to

(46)

Equation (46) can be considered to bc a Monte Carlo version of the Ilayesian network because

the probabilities associated with alternative hypotheses cannot be obtained in a single pam and

can only be obtained by averaging over many pMses. Thin, in fact, is reminiscent of tile inference

process of human beings because of our rather limited short-term memory id our general inabil-

ity to witch rapidly between alternative hypothcsm. It :an even be arguA that undrr normal

circumMtanceci !t is unncccwmry to access to all alknativc hypotheses. The first coup!e of most

plausible hypotheses usually su~lcc, Equation (4(3) still needs a termination condition whenever

the top of the net has been rmchcd or when additional pieces of evidence arc requlrcd. The former

can bc achicvcd by mapping the top Icvcl hypothesis to an action which could, for cxamplct post

a mcmagc on the monitor scrccn. Sirnilurly, in the latter case, the infcrencc processing can bc

intcrruptrd momentarily by sending a message posud M a quudion. Once a pmpcr answer hns

lxwn rcccivml, thu naw piwc of cvidoncc can k introduced u input, and the infcrcmw proptiga-

tinn can bc rmumcd. There is mmthcr posrnibility cf nontcrminmtion, namely circular rcmoning.

l’,~:tun~tcly, uincc F in a stochutic opcrntor. strictly pwimlic attractors arc not ponnihlc, Urld

Noonm and Mcr the nyntcrn wi!l brink h r.yclc.

ltqu~tirm (:12), (30), (37) and (31+)cmn b furthm gmwrnlizcd to Include multiple mmciniion.

For cxsrnplc, the intcractiou energy E,l,, cm IN!written M



and the neural dynamics is governed by

1(#’) @)-:’-, ,
J

(48)

of the jth layer and the nth btate vector of the jth layer. Equations (47) and (48) reduce to

the autoassociative and heterozumociative cases by simply setting t equal to 1 and 2, respectively.

Therefore, autGassocia “W model can be considered to have only a single layer of primary neurons;

and heteroassociativc, turn, has two layers, namely, an input layer and an output layer,

The IIeteroassociative model of the Monte Carlo inference network probably wili

satisfactorily when different inference rules can be assumed to be statistically and/or

independent, Indeed, the same assumption has been made by AI workers for FLBaycsian

in order to make the probabilistic algorithm computationally managable. However, in

world the various inference rules are usually both statistically and causally related,

pri’form

causally

network

the real

and tllc

Markovian approximation is no longer valid. The multi-layered multi-associative dynamics can

be. modollcd by rcp[acing the stochastic mapping (46) by its nonMarkovian counterpart:

(J(rl+l) , )(J1) , ~(~1-1) ,,, ,(rl--?+3l) = ~o(~(rl) , Jn-1) , , ~(!l-t+2)),, (4!))-.

or
](?+1) - :( J(JI) , f(l,-1) , ,,, ~(~,+~-0), (50)—

w}]cre E is a stochastic vector-valued function defined by the nonMarkovian map F (cq. (49)).

In general, it is expcctcd that the causal and statistical links grow wc~kcr as wc travvl furtllcr

into the p(xt, thcrefoic C need nnt bc very large. Also N,, the number of primary ncl]mns at

the jth Iaycr, can he mndc to dccrcusc rapidly wit}] j if w)mc data rorllprcssior~ scl]crr]i can hc

uwcl to rcdurx t’, c alllount of cvidencc which nccd5 to bc rctairrcd for the jth layer. onc pOssil)lc

schcnlc k to progrc~sively weed out wcnkcr cvidcr:cc. Kquatior, (50) rcprmcnts a kind of voting

corlvrl]tio[] ill which the mmt likely hypot,hcsis is d:zidcd not jtlst by currcrrt mcml)crs 1)11(1Wlso

hy tllc voting of ttlc prwt mcrnl)crs , mltliougti thr vot(w cast by the ptuqt m~mbcr~ trl)(l to g{’t

Coullh!d ICEW.

11 CIHI bc nnid that tllc in flucncc rxcrtml I)y IIUA1cvcrlt~ i~ Inrgoly contcxtu[ll. AS HIICII, it

allow~ contcxtuhl dcpcndclicy to ])luy an importur)t ro!o. For cxnnl!)lc, if tl~c rrlil,!orily of tll(’

lJIL~i vvid(’i)cv 011(1 tt)c ir~f’rrencc rulw ir)voko(l to (Ioii] with tll(~lrl 1111IIuvc sor~wl.llill~ {o (If) wilt] IL

footl~hll gilIIl(’, ttlcn ovvn if Ilhc ])rwi(’li!,ly uc,quirc(l l~ow cvi(lvllrv wwrll~ to lIiLvr l]~)tl]illg wllutlwwvdr

to ilo .~’ith fo(~tl)llll gILI~IC,it iH II ~ufr I)vt tllnt I,hc III(mt Iikvly IIOW llyl~otllvHiH ~(,i]l will IIILV( II I(jt to

l!)



do with the football game. Hence, if we siinply take the current mrent out of context, then most

probably, we will draw a wrong conclusion. Furthermore, even if the current event indeed has

absolutely nothing to do with the foGtba]l game, it is overwhehningly pmsible that it is merely a

distraction.

Fcm example, imagine yourself in a football game witlj a friend during the half-time intermis-

sion, the topics of conversation can momentarily shift to national politics. If the reference process

does not take into account the past conversation, then clearly it will be misled to explore regions

which are irrelevant and of no interest to the main event. Mathematically, because of the integral

relationship brtween the joint probability distributions:

(51)

where ~,(,, denotes the summation over all pocsibie vectors ~!i), given 1(”-2),. . ~(”+z-~), the joint

distribution P(~(n-}l),, , ,lfn+z ‘~)) terlds to bc more localized. Going back to the example of the

football game, if most of the already received or dwiuced evidence (cnse a hypothesis has been

selected, it automatically becomes deduced cvid~nce) tends to be weakl~ connected with the

football game so that they arc hissed by at least c amount, then tile combined bins should be like

(1+ ●)f, which, for t > ~, wo~ld strongly support the hypothesis tha~ you are iII, a football game,

even though ‘football gamcn has never Lecn presented as direct, avidence, Thus, a criminal can

bc convicted by overwhelming circurnstancial cvidcncc for prccisc!y the same reason.

The advantage ol having a stror.gly Iocalizcd probability distrib’~tion is evident; having known

that you arc very Iikcly to bc in a particular situation ccrtail,ly allows you to “zoom in” and greatly

rcduccs the search spacn. In fact, wc can call the rlonMarkvian search the ‘context-directed beam

scarchw to paraphraqc Al jargon, Armthcr bonu~ of this approach is that hidden concepts sm

I)C r~prc~cntcd through n clistributcd ct-xrclati~n among a fair number of seemingly unrelated

mwnta or nhjockl Note the sinlilarity bet.wccn “difltributcd cGnccpt” and c!istributcd memory,

TIN possibility 01’hOi]:C nblc to lift a high lc-~cl concept right out of multiple corrclaticm is an

intriguing one,

It Bhould bc remarked here that there alrcdy cxi~ts a tcchniquc in traditional AJ to handle

nmtwl contcxt~, ‘rho tcr,hniquo, which is in vog:ic in Al currently, lIM been dubbed ‘frwl:c”

hy Murvin MinMky Ir’ who hu contributed mimy hhws about frnrncs, The imporhmf point. hv:c



The frame !wchnique rmmtly h= come under attmk because of its inability to deal with

variability and exceptions and conflict resolution. For that matter, the Monte Carlo inference net

can deal with exceptions a.ld conilicts in a very natural way. Imagine that the rule:

Ii A am-l B , then D with probability 1, (52)

has initially been irnp!omentm. If, at t. later ?,ime a new rule is found, whici~ states that

~~’-~ a~,] ~’ and ~ , thm E with probability 1. (53)

Obvious] y these two rules are not cm:upatib IL However, it is quite likely that the condition

A A B AC was never encountered ;;I the previous tests. Hence the entire regicm A A B gets mapped

to the bsain of D, As soon as the reghx, of exception A A B A C has been found and Icarned, a

new attractor E is created inside the original attracting basin for D. On a frame-bssed system,

conflicts of the type just mentioned can only be resolved by a major revision of the program.

Another way to extmd the capability of the Markovian infermtce net is by adding an intern? 1

Btate vector G! to the inference rules as well u ru Ics to update Q’e The extended-. —
form:

If ~ and Q1 , then change Q; , mnd Q,

Else If Q2 , then change Q2 to Q: and Q

.

Else If ~f , then ;hmge Q to ~ and Qt

rules are of the

(54)

The internal ~tates, CI., can be considcrccl 10 be a ~et of fancy flags. Their introduction can

dr~< ‘-ally enhance the computational capability of the inference net, For example, they could

be used to keep track of which rules have been used and how many times, etc. As a matter of

fact, each rule now is aa powcrfu! as a finite state automaton. This can be seen from the following

generalization of cq, (43):

‘(Q) ‘(5:)1

(55)

with the initial condition !f’”1= ~, q(’)) ~: Q, and ~(’)] =. U[),

Following our prcvioun titivation, wc can write

7“”(0(i’) (50)

(57)



where ~a is the next output function and &O is the next state function. Therefore the extended

rule satisfies the definition of a finite state machine. Of course, since (55) can implement a large

set of extended rules at the same time, what we have here is a stochastic inference network whose

nodes are themselves finite state automata.

Even more power ‘can be gained by allowing the extended rule finite automata to interact

through a separate associative memory message list (or “blackboard”), thus turning the system

into a universal computer. The advantage of having a message list or a blackboard in the inference

net is that it wiil enable the net to deal with multiple evidence (or multiple input). Typically

at any time during the reference process, the message list will contain both initial and deduced

evidence, as WCIIas additional new external evidence which. has just been entered, and the rules

can be considered to be active agents which can enter and retrieve messages.

An interesting metaphor is viewing the inference enqine as a mzwter craftsman and the message

list as the master craftsman’s work bench on which unfinished materials (initial evidence), parts

and products in various stages of completion (deduced evidence) are sitting. What the m.aater

craftsman does is pick up something from the workbench, find the proper too! to apply, work

or. it, and change tools as necessary until he is finished with that subtask. Then he puts the

partially finished product back on the bench and proceeds to pick up another object from the

bench. The message list is an autoassociative storage with intermediate time constant. Its pointer

is usually at the attractor which has just been entered. If the pointer happens to be in the basin of

attraction of the input vector of one of the inference rules (meaning that a ‘best rnati.h” is found

between the new message and the condition part of that particular rule), then that particular

rule will bc triggered and the message processed. The processed information is then dumped

back into the message Lst to be proccs~ed by other rules. In order to prevent the same message

from being picked up by the same rule more than once, I ne can either erase the message from

the autuassuciative store by writing in the negative image of that message, m one can change the

intcrnai state of the rule to keep track of those messages which have been processed by a given

rule,

Perhaps it is worthwhile at this point to note the strong similarity between, our workbench

metaphor and the cliwsilicr system of lIolland 17] as WCIIsa the immune systcm of Farmer, Packard

and I’crclson [9], In fact, ill addition to the more superficial similarities between our inference

ru Itis and Holland’s condition-action pairs as WCIIas the e-nploymcnt of a message list in both

cams, there is a much deeper correspondence. 13y the very nature of the associative learning

algorithrrl, the inference rules in our systcm cmlstantly evolve on the long time scale. llules which

c, ..’)rt!qucntly ~pplir.d gain strength, thereby increasing their respective attractor basins which in

~,urn m~kc~ IIlcnl Cvcn more useful. Thisj of course, is just the Icarning instability wc huvc alluded

to earlier and n~ililncar terms need to bc w!dcd to prevent rule condensation. Weaker rules will

gradually Iosc t!wir strength bvcause of the forgetting cflcc~; most will ultimat,cly disappc~r. New
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rules can either be imported from the outside, or they can be created interna Ily. The latter is

made possible by (a) the stochastic nature of the rules, and (b) the nonlinearity of the learning

subsystem. The stochasticity of the rules is similar to muiation because it allows the mapping to

differ slightly each time the same rule is applied. Consequently the rules can perform a random

walk in the rule space” (the attractors and attractor basins evolve by executing a random walk).

Needless to say, if a rule has proved its worth, then it tends either not to wander very far from

the winning formula, or not at all!

Potentially a much f~ter way of evolution is through the nonlinear effect of the learning

process. Although nonlinear evolution of a complex system is in general not well-understood, it

is nevertheless useful here t ~ make a few speculations: first of all, if sparse local interconnections

similar to those described by eqs. (27), (28) or eq. (30) are used for learning, then the rules

in general can be tho’lght of as tightly coupled collections of local feature operators. Since the

local feature operators usually have the tightest bond, it follows that they are usually evolved

as single units. Hence, nonlinear interactions of rules usually lead to rearr~ngement of feature

operators instead of a wholesale transformation of the latter, provided the nonlinearity is not too

strong. From the energy point of view, ic can be said that the binding energy of &he individ~al

feature operaiar is too strong to be perturbed by weak interaction. Here again, the analogy

of chemical reactions and immune system is relevant. If the interaction is even weaker, then

only we...k links binding feature operators can be Lroken, leading to a genetic operation which is

known as “cross-over”. Now if we can diftkrentiate between strong bond and moderately strong

bond, then it is not unreasonable to believe !,hat there also exists weaker bonds among inference

rules. In fact, this has already been alluded to when we address the problem of contextual

dependence and long range corre!ation~ among rules. This leads to our secc,l I speculation, that

there exists a hierarchical structure of rules, with local features being the atoms, larger subrule

units being the tightly bonded molecules, rules themselves being the molecules of molecules, and

contextual and/or causal collection~ of rules, or tasks, being the macromolcculcs, and so on, and so

forth. In other words, there exists a hierarchy of knowledge representations with varying dcgrccs

of cohesiveness and complexity in approximately mutually cxclusivc fashion. Whereas strong

nonlinear interactions can rwmlt in diastic genetic surgery of the rules, weaker interactions tend

to cause a slow evolution of the hierarchical structure itself. Once again, higher order multiple

associations cause “lCVCIhopping”, allowin~ the evolution to bc carried out at the ‘recta” Icvcl.

The third speculation is that there may uxist a critical transition point which is a fixed point of

some renormalization group, beyond which long range order can develop across all complexity

scales and across al! Icvcls. In statistical mechanics and in nonlinear dynamics, the rcnorm:~lizatioll

group equdion is usually expressed mathematically ns



where R is the renormalization semi-group transformation defined in termz of block averaging (in

statistical mechanics), p k a positive integer (usually 2), and S is a scaling group transformation

with group parameter J. The fixed points for eq. (58) correspond to nontrivial solutions of cq.

(58) for some A, the latter being the eigenvalue of the renormalization group equation, (58). In

our case, such an equation is clearly not very meaningful since it implies that there exists a fixed

scaling relationship across all levels which simply cannot be true for systems of this complexity.

Instead the situation is probably slightly more akin to that of the random fractal (Mandelbrot

[7]) where the relationship between different levels can only be described in a sidst:cal sense. Of

course ‘random” is probably not a good description of the situation either. A better description

is that there is a synergistic rela~ionship across all levels. At the individual level, the el’olution

of the ru lea would all seem to be random, but when the system is examined aa a whole, over

a sufficiently lolIg period of time, we find that the truly random part of the evolution tends to

average out rather quickly. On the other hand, the coherent part tends to grow exponentially

(algebraically at the fixed point) o~t of the noise because of the existence of coherent structure

at higher leveis, which in turn triggers the evolution of higher ICVCIrules.

The discussion of these epeculations is a bit vague. However, that doea not mean such

synergistic beha-~ior between di!lerent levels cannot be found in physical systems. We wish to

point our that just such behavior is present in p!asma physics (among many other examples).

Consider the following situation: an e!cctric field is applied to set up a relative drift between

electrons and ions in a uniform plasma. After the electric fieid is turned oR, the macroscopic

drift will cause the plasma to develop small scale (microscopic) instabilities, meaning thai the

coherent part of the ever present noise will get amplified (the coherent part is defined to be a

superposition of unstable linear eigenfunctions). The nonlinear evolution of the microinstabilities

in turn induces a ‘quasi linearn evolution of the ?~iacroscopic distributions. The main diflcrence

between the plaama physics example and the neural sy~tem is th~ t in the former, there are only

two hwcls, microscopic and macroscopic: whercsa in neural net the:e is a hierarchy of Icvels.

Another way of looking at multiple nssociativc memory is to consider it to be either an

automwociator or heterommociator with multiple conjunctive/disju ~ctive switches. Take triple

association, for example, We can write

(50)

It is not hard to ncc that cqRm (59) and (60) arc the sarnc as Lhc hctcroassociat.ivc cq~. (37)

and (38) Providml that all +“) arc WC mm (in whicl~ c-c tllc extra f:~ct~r ($’ Y)k’ in (~~) and
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(60) simply does not matter). To make (59) and (60) more interesting, we define the equivalence

classes

Cq= {({ (P)

}
, ?p))pJElq , q=l,2,.. .M (61)

where Is’s are disjoint sets of integers. By choosing a different ~(~) for each equivalence class, Cq,

it is possible to sw!tch from one equivalence class to another one just by changing E, sirice for

sufficiently large Ka, ($q] . E)~~ is a sharp function of ~(~1. K. For M < N, it may even be possible

to pick ~(~)’s which are mutually orthogonal.

The multiple switch idea is related to the subject of frames. Indeed, it is straightforward to

conotruct a hierarchy of nested equivalence classes using the above mentioned procedure. Default

values and property inheritance come naturally in this scheme. However, there is no re~on

to restrict oneself to the hierarchical representation favored by frame enthusiasm, because most

knowledge does not lend itself to strict hierarchical representation.

Attentional feedback gain control is another area where the switch paradigm is useful. The

ability to focus, or to ‘pay attention~ to some particular feature of the infoi mation being processed

(be it e:.ternal input or internally generated) to the exclusion of all other information, is an

important attribute of human intelligent endeavor. Throu~h focusing, we can filter out irrelevant

or distracting factors. This enables us to discover connections which would have been obscured

or masked by ‘noise”. Deliberately filtering out certain characteristic features also allow’ the

formation of analogical reasoning and concept generalization.

Spatio-temporal memory iu another important aspect of human information processing activ-

ity which can be implemented by multiple associative memory. Perhaps the simplest method is

to use the heteroassociative version of eq. (5o)

(62)

However, the heteroassociativc network cannot deal with the situations where the same spatial

pattern A may be followed by more than one pattern, e.g.,&,&, .. . etc. In fact, if a givens. dio-

temporal sequence contains one to many maps in many places, then because of the stochastic

nature of the association, the recalled sequence can get all tangled up. If there are more than one

spntio-temporal sequences having this pmpmty, then the recalied memory will jump from one

spatio-temporal sequence to another In a random manner.

An obvious wny tc remedy the situation is to use the full multiple associative version, eq. (48),

directly with sufficiently large t to minimize multiple mapping. The problem with this approach

is that in the ‘real world”, time is continuous, and the rate at which events unfold in time may

differ frolil one instant to the next and on successive triul. For small t, such variability cnn be

dealt with automatically because consecutive patterns tcna to be ciose to each other. For Iargc

t, however, the same spati~tcmporal act pluycd at two distinctly different rates will not match
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v ~ell with each other over the time interval sp.~ifit d by t. Clearly some sort of tim~warping

i ~needed. The other alternative is to encode spati-;~mporal acts at all possible rate changes

v’ithin a certain range. Again this will work for small L Foi huge t, .ihe possible combinations

v ~ill simply explode (combinatorial explosion).

TO see how d ynam~cal time-warpi.ag can be implemented, let us exsznine the tw~stcp version

of eqo (50]

@l) = J7(&o) , #-1) , g(-a ,.., , -@-”c)), (63)

(64)

Equation (64) corresponds to a shift operation. To re~all a spati-temporal pattern, we first input

p-l) ~ ~(m /(?-2) ~ x(-l) , . . .p) _, Jy),.— 1- — (65)

vhere~(c),~(’),,. , ~~C-1) need not be complete nor a:curate, After the initial condition is loaded

ir to the network, we take turn executing eqs. (63) and (64) and output the succesaivc values of

A ‘1‘. So far there is no difference between this procedure and eq. (5o). To allow time-warping, at

a ly particular time step, we can either suspend the shift op(’ration, (64), to slow down the tempo

a ld do nothing, or execute the ~hift operation twice to accelerate the tempo. In order to be able

t~ perform the last option, we will need an intermediate value of x(’1. This can bc accomplished

b r simply using th previous value of A( 1) for the intcrmcdiatc x( 1), A total time-warping factor of

4 m more can bc achieved using this procedure. The decision of which onc of the three alternative

o ~crations should bc performed at each time step can bc made by using a thrtm-way switch (cqs,

(IO) and (61)). For spatimtcmpord pattern or speech recognition problems, the 3-way switch

c;.n bc controlled b: a low t (short time) spatimtcmporal pattern matcher which preview tlw

i] put and dccidcb which of the threw alternatives constitute the best match, Note that the IOW

t temporal pattern matcher, being inferior to the high t one, might make a dcciaion error and

d ‘cidc to pick the ‘do nothing” option at a particular time step. l’his is not a problorn ohm,

a the next tinw Rtcp, n Hufflcicntly Iargc di~crrpimcy will show up tlAat the pfwwn mutcher will

n akc th~ rigl~t choice.



6. Learning Statlstleal Xnvarlants

Even though experts differ in their estimates of the information capacity of a human being, it is

generally agreed (Kohcmen) [2] that the human brain just does not have enough memory capacity

to hold the information which floods us everyday. The usual argument is that information can

only be transferred into long term memory under attent ional control. However, even if only one

configurational sensory pattern were stored every ten seconds or so, the estimated human meml ry

capacity would still be exceeded rather quickly.

This hae led us to ask the following question: can anything useful be learned after mommy

capacity of the neural network is completely saturated? For simplicity, let us consider the simple

spatial memory model described by the learning rule eq. (3) with the additional assumption that

~ = 1. Equation (3) can be readily integrated to give

(66)

Unlike eq. (4), however, _S(p) cannot bc approximated by the input patterns, ~[r], bccausc,

except for early time, the state vectors S(r), to which the neural dynamics converge, depend on

the patterns which the system hw already learned, If wc model noise by indcpcndcnt random

variables, then for odd k, according to cq, (4), noise tends to get washed out bccausc of its randcm

nature. Thu~ neural learning has the effect of noise supprmsion; i.e., it cannot Icarn mcar. inglcss

patterns! Furthermore, once certain pattern attractors arc forrncd, similar input pn’ tarns usually

get attracted to the rcopcctivc attractors rather quickly lIcncc the formation of ncw pnttcrn

attractors is inhibited. The loc~tioll as WCIIsa the ~izc of the attractors may drift slowly bccausc

of the transient cffcrt~ and bcc~”qc of tho input component, fi/~”) (mcc cq. (17)), which mny ultcr

the dynntnics somewhat. Such slow uvolution should allow the Pystcm to adapt to the slowly

changing environment adi~ batically.

When the input pattern is sufflcicnt]y diflcrcnt from stored pnttcrns, the input either mny not

convcrgc to onc of the otorcd pattcrnn, or even if it drew, it u~lln!ly dom no in n very dolilmdc

manner. In tlw fornmr cam, it mny get attrac.tml to a mpuriom httrnctor which i~ proljlll)ly n

‘rccombinantn attractor (i,c,, an uttrnctor which haM pimxw of other Bttrmting pnttcrllH), or il

the input tm hccn (m for nu!liciontly long timr rind/or ~q)pwm frequent cnou~l), t,hcti R II(*W

attractor ik formed. Wlmrcnm in tlw Ihttcr CM(’, tho long trnn~iont may bc wullicirnll for tlw

lcnming Kuhsyfltcm to oithw nignilicantly :dlcr the nttruc. tor hmill 0: to crcntc a now :lttrilrtor

dtouothcrm

f;ivon tho highly notllincmr and vhrying nnflurc of thn evolution of tlw ~t~to vrrtot $’”), It

wo’lhl mom thnt no conclusion could Iw drnwn rrgnrtlin~ tlio rhnrnctori~tir~ of 7),~’), ,, Ilowwor,
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it can be argued that ~f”l always mirrors the input patterns in one way or another, hence for the

purpose of illustration, we will simply replace E(r) in (66) by ((PI:

For large n and small a, we can replace the discrete sum hy an integral,

#t
v,...v,(t)= a /0-dreT -ql-dfv, (r)fv, (r) “”~tvb(r)I

(68)

where n ~ t and a + r. invoking

approximated by ensemble average,

the ‘reasonable” assumption that the time average can be

we have

-i

1Tv,...vk (t) = a - dre-J’(f-’l < &,(r)&,(r) ., . fv, (r) >r, (60)
il

where ~AC time-dependent ensemble average is taken over one statistical ensemble accumulated

during timet+A>r>t -A with lc<Ac<~. Thus Tu can be physically interpreted as

time-weighted correlation functions.

Perhaps what diflcrcntiatcs highly saturated memory patterns from sparsely stored patterns

is that, whcrcaa the energy Iandscapc of the latter consists strictly of isolated peaks, the former

usually consists of peaks merged to form ridgm. TO ECCthis, let us consider a trajcc.tory, ~(i),

which wc take to bc

f_(t) = CosO(t)$(’) + 8irafl(~Jf(2),,. -- (70)

where o(t,,) = o, #(tl) =: ;, and e ==n - ~(~1- ~,,), ‘1’hc mtatc vector can bc similarly exprcosed:

(72)



where f(l) = (~~1), f~l) ,.. &)) etc.

The preceding example shows that a dense distribution of patterns can change the dimension

of the attractor from zero to finite dimension (in an approximate sense, if one can consider 2M to

be infi.~itc). The merging of simple attractors to form an invariant attractor manifold certainly

results in the disappearalice of the identity of the individual patterns. Nevertheless, this does not

imply thet the resulting attractors are any I*s useful. On the contrary, any piece of information

which cannot survive the averaging process should be considered irrelevant, and the elimination of

irrelevant information contributes immensely to the effective utilization of the memory storage.

This becomes clear when one realizes that the expression (73) for ATU contains fewer than ak

coef%cients, even though it is obtained by summing over a very large nurnbcr (of order N) of

pat terns!

Since the invariant attractor manifold Purnmarizcs the characteristics of a whole clam of spatial

(or sputi-temporal) patterns, they can no Iongcr be said to describe individual patterns but must

be considered as rules, In fact, it in entirely possible for the saturation learning algorithm to Icarn

laws of physics empirically. The abl;ity to learn common sense (naive) physics empirically could

potentially bc of some benefit to research iil cognitive psychology.

6, Numarlcal Studies of the Automaoclatwo Map

Ab n oimple demonstration of the capabilities of the autosssociativc schcmc, we have dmwlopml a

small computer code which implcmcnto cqs. (2)-(4) with l) = a = 1 on a CR AY XM1’, a mnchinc

whit), performs logical operations at the rate of 5 x 101(’bitfi pcr second. An initial pattern mt, (~r~,

was chosen and m~ny stata vectors, st”), wmc itcratml through the algorithm, alwny~ convcr~ing

to some pattern. A iraction of the initial state vectors convmgcd to mcnlhcrn of the pnttcrn

act. The dcpcndcncc of thin fraction upon the power (k in cq. 5) and upon the numhrr, 1, of

pe:trrns ir, the path’rn net WM cakuldd for mvcr~l difrcrcnt k mnd 1. Alm the nvcr~go nllmlwr

of iterations required for convergence wnn culculmtcd,



7. Dependence on Exponent and Sise of Pattern Set

One qualitative result is that the number of iterations needed to converge decreues with increasing

exponent; howcvcf, the ‘number of attractors not in the initial set of patterns increases with

increasing exponent. t.nether qualitative result is that the number of iterations required to

convcrgc generally increaaes with the number of initial patterns.

Specifically, an initial pattern set containing I elements was chosen. Each pattern had 64

randomly chosen bits. Eighteen pattern sets were used with 2 s I s 612. For each set, 100,000

random initial qtatea were iterated to convergence. If the state converged to a pattern not in

the initial set, we called the converged pattern a trap. Thtl following quantities were calculated:

average number of iterations to convergence, number of traps, and fraction of the states which

converge to a trap. The results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for four different v~lues of the exponent.

In Fig. 1, the average number of iterations to convergence is seen to decreaac with increasing

exponent and it is observed to increa%e with increasing pattern nurnbcr. In Fig. 2, the number

of traps is olxscrvcd to increase with incre~ing pattern number and with increasing rxponent,

The ability to associate each input state with a unique attractor is closely rel~ted to the

concept of memory, If wc define the memory capacity of a given map to bc the n~lmbcr of initial

patterns stored for which 90% of the input states are correctly identified with the stored pattern

from. which the state waa generated by changing N bits, then wc find th~t ml:mory cnpecity

depends strongly m the power, P, of the energy function and on the initial Hamming distance

bctwccn the pattern and the initial stntc. In Fig. 3a, the fraction of input states which convcrgc

correctly itt plotted M a function of the numhcr of randomly chmcn stored patterns, The curve

for P -- 2 IIas a mcnlory cal)acity of tcm; the curve for 1’ = 3 has a memory cnparity of ebout

120; and thu curve for P = 5 hM a memory capacity greater than 10,000. The 2048 randomly

chwmn initial otatcs were cacli cxact!y 2 Ilamrn!ng unitH IIWliY from an initial paticrnt

For states which nre exactly 12 liamrning dintancw away rroIil Oric of the ~torml pattc~nn,

W(I sac in Fig, 3b that the rncnlory capmitim dccrmw to !i for 1’ --’ 2, 100 I’or I’ :-- 3, and

mht 20(X) for 1’ 5, OIK! cnn rmwtudc from thcm r nlc.ul~Ltio’m that tlw memory cnpncity

incrcw;wi considcrubly with incrwwing I ‘. OIIP mm drno conclude thnt the hln of attraction for

cud ~,ltrmctor i~ quitv Inrgc.

If the Wlnition of mcmmy cnpncity iH nmdllld to oniy rcqulrc that tho Initial ntate convcrgo

to the nmmwt pdtcrn Inntcad or the pattorll fron] which the ututn waa gcncratcd by changing N

lJltH, then wo mooIn Fig. 3C th~t nwmory cnpncity Incrmmw, IIrrc for MI Initial Ilnmmlllg dirttnncc

of 2(J from onc of tlw puttcrnn, thr newly drllnd monmry rnpnritv Iwromm 2 f(m 1’ 2, 4(1 for

1’ 3, I 2(X) for 1’ !i nnd grc~tor lhm) “2000 !or 1’ 0,

It irnpo~~ihlv tllnt n polynofnlnl nlnp IIIIHAt ronlt~inv tho Iulvwltngm of the lmmjli~iul limp~

r4tudicd hvro. For oxnmph’, a Iinrnr [:tnlll)innllf~n of 1’ 3 nn{l 1’ I7 might provi{!o rnpld

r.tmv(’r~omv’ nnd fdw(’r Lrnphm
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Limit cycles with periods ofupto6 iterations were observed, It lsalso interesting that no

traps were observed for I = 2.

8. Dependence on Inltlal Hamming Dlotmce

The choice of random- initial states simulates a choice of initial states which are -32 Hamming

distances away from elements in the initial pattern act. Studies which examine the convergence

rate aa a function of the initial Hamming distance indicate more rapid convergence and fewer

traps for smaller initial Hamming distance.

9. Dcpondence on Mad Overlap

The above studies took the dot product of a state vector with a pattern vector and raised the dot

product to a power to obtain a weight. All bits contribute to this weight so it is of some interest

to study the effect of “mtmking” the dot product. Wc define “msaking” of a dot product to be

taking the dot product of a subset of the pattern bits, Certainly no bit should be omitted in the

masking algorithm but the amount of overlap of adjacent masks can be varied, It was fovnd that

for t$esc random bit pattern acts no mask overlap was required for convergence of states which

arc onc Hamm!ng unit away from an clcmcnt in the initial pattern act.

10. Dkcummlon

Wc have prcscntcd in this paper Home idczur about how to rnimick the evolution of an intr]ligcnt

systcm. our approach is based on n Lcncraliz&tion of the corrc]ation matrix forrnrdism to !Iighcr

order, From the point of view of thcorctic~] phy~ica and nonlinear dynamics, our neural rmtwork

can bc cmrcridcred to bc a syRtmn of npina intcrncting with onc another throllgh a modifr[LIJlc high

order nonlillrarity. The uvolution of the nolllincur intcracticm i~, in turn, governed autonomously

by aiiothcr act of nonlinear dynamicd m~uhtion~ which opcratm on a much Iwgrr tinw Rcalc,

111 a way onc can speak of a dynnmicnl nystcrn whom uquationu of motion urc slowly chnngml

by another dynnmical systcm in rcnpmsc to Aangm in the environment, thus mm cnn mmsidcr

the umxmd Icvcl cquntiona to hc the “Cquutiom of cqulLtionHn, Although sinlplv Ilol)l)inn-liko

Icnrning is unuo!ly invoked by mmral modcllor~ to RIIOWt on:wtion (c(mclmtion) mntrir.w to IN

modiliml, thr cquntiolm uncd by them uuthorti nro typicnlly hirnplc linrm cquntioll~, thr rl,lljor

rxception Iwillg tho n~~tcr-net/~l:~v(:-rlrt mmlol of Imlw(l(w und l“~lrhol [:]], to whmw work our

cotlplcd lmn]incnr nourn] rwtwork Imrn ntrong rcrwml~l;lmx!.

Multiple awocilktivc rnmnory (M AM) hns rw’,rivr{l very Iil tl(’ ntlcntion nllmng l~mlrnl

rmcmcl)crr, rdtlmugh it mx!ms olwiou~ tt)nt M AM Hhoul~l I)lny n nlujor rolr ill tlio ]Iiglior Icvol

intclhwtuwl nrtivitim of Ilunmll lwing~t ‘1’hr clliof rwuu)l~ for tlli~ Iwk of nttuntiml n\~lwnrH tt~ IN’

thnt thcro d(m ilot oxint n niir~Liglltf(~rw[lr[lwily of ilill]lt’11~~’i)till~MAM within thr corrolnti(m nln-

trix forlrmliflnl, WC’hnvo (!t’illoilntri~i(’(] thmt n lh~yrflilm-likr illfrromo MI, r.rlIl Iw forn~llll~tod llNillH
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multiple associative architecture. It is further shown that univsrsal computing is possible with

the addition of a common associative memory storage. The ability to perform arbitrary finite

recursive computation is very important since most inference nets studied by AI workers do not

have such power, severely limiting their usefulness. Of course most standard computers theoreti-

cally have this capability given a large enough disk. However, they have to be programmed with

a specific task in mind. Perhaps even more important than being able to perform inference tasks

are (a) our neural network potentially can learn to extract environmental invariant directly from

observation through what we ca 11‘saturation learning” technique, and (b) the nonlinear learning

algorithm affords a novel way to evolve the rules in a genetic manner. The latter is made possible

by the fact that the rules in general will interact with one another through the nonlinearity in the

learning dynamics in a way reminiscent (If the chemical interaction uf molecules in the immune

systcm. Specifically, since rules arc represented in the ncura! i,etwork as a strings of 1’s and -l’s,

they can be thought of sa molecules, Within any given rule molecule, there may he subunits

which are much more tightly bonded, the Iikciihood of their existence increases aa the rule be

comes more and more complex. This mcal~s that when rules interact nonlinearly, as long sa the

intcration cnmgy is smaller than the binding energies of the subrules, they tend to recombine in

a way that lcave~ the more tightly bonded subunits intact.

The idea of recombinant rules (borrowing a terminology from genetic engineering) is an attrac-

tive one, I.wcausc it allows an evolution p~occss which is not completely random; i.e., frequently

used (and thcrcforc highly succcmful) sl. bunif,s arc prcscrvcd and potentially IInprofitablc paths

arc eliminated. To bc sure, sonw of the potcntiidly pro!itablc directions may also bc Icft unex-

plored. However, they could only I.Ic found by an cxh~~lstivc rncmch which leads to combin~{orial

explosion and is thcrcforc unaCccptiLblC. Similar consideration also applied to super rulc~ (i,c,, a

conccptunlly, ccmtcxtually, or functionally connoctw.1 scqucnccs of ruhw), and to super-super rulc~,

etc. Thus the entire hierarchy of rulca and rule chunk~ arc genetically evolved simultammusly.

The gcrwtic evolution wc hnvr di’~cusmd HOfar is of the “bottom-up” type, namely, the genetic

evolution of the Ioww ICVCIScan affect thmt of the higher Icvcht hut not vise vcrsn, Thcrcforc the..—-—..-
evolution path ~till would scorn to bc rnlidom and without direction. Fortunat.cly the sanm

Inultil)lc u.wwciutivc nrchilccturc which providcti the ‘bottmn-u~)” genetic evolution hlso provides

u nuturul “top-down” or gmd-dircc.tcd rvolut.ionnry pnthwlly. ‘~hi~ can be mcml fronl tlw fm:t

thnt the nonlinear intcructiol) codiicicnts, i.cm, the la~w of phy~icn which govern tl,v intoructionu

of tlw rulm, aro thomwdvm evolving in tilno (in rmpoww to tho changing dornliill). TIIO Hlow

evolution of the INWHin turn can chkngr the diroctioh mnd the rmto of gcnotic mllthtion~ to fmvor

cortmifl twolution pntlm. ‘1’hi~ bi-dirmtionrd mmlution in ronjcct~~rcd to reach critlmdity wlwn ttm

rvolution nt nll IOVCIHlmx)im’ nynchronizwl, i.r,, t:!ry rvolvc M one, ttvcn thcm,;h n~icromopir.nlly

thr evolution I)rocmuwu would ~till Iovk r~mdon~, WIIM tuk{’n M a whole, the nymt,mt] would mom

to ovolvr cohorwlt.ly, m if with purl~ww,

:)2



The preceding discussion i~ speculative. However, in view of considerable evidence concerning

the critical phenomena ,of complex physical systcm, this is at least an educated speculation,

So f~r our efforts to simulate the network on a computer have been mostly concentrated on

autoassociativc memory, where wc have demonstrated quite conclusively that the higher order

correlation scheme is superior to the correlation matrix schcmc in memory capacity and speed of

convergence. We have also demonstrated the viability of using sparse connection (nonovcrlapping

masks) for pattern recall. Although not presented in this paper, we have also dnnc !irnited

~imulation runs on hctero~sociativc memory and multi-associative spatio-temporal mcrmwy. In

the former cam, we have shown that the hetcrowwociative pattern rccognizcr can identify shifted

one dimensional patterns without error. In the latter wc have demonstrated the ability of the

spatimtemporal qwociative storage to store and rctricvc the entire act of charac. tcrs of the English
.

alphabet (in the form of 5 x 7 black on white patterns) sequentially rind in the correct order.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Theaverage number ofiterations required forastate to converge to a pattern intht: initial

pattern set. ForP.= 2and the number of initial patterns greater than32, rmstatc converged

in the initial set and the number31 plotted merely indicates the lack of convergence. As the

power, P, in the energy exponent incrcxes, the average number of iteation decreases. 100,000

random initial states were processed for each initial pattern set.

Fig. 2. States can converge to patterns outside the initial pattern set. We call these converged states

traps and plot the number of traps as a function of the number of initial patterns for four

different values of the power, P, in the energy exponent. Again, 100,000 random initial states

are introduced for each initial pattern set.

Fig. 3a. When 2048 states are proccsscd, each state being exactly 2 Hamming distances away from

a stored pattern, a fraction of the states converge to that paitern. As the number of initial

patterns incrc~es, the mcrrmry capacity dccrcsses abruptly. The P = 2 curve drops dccre~cs

first; the P = 3 curve drops in the ncighbmhood of 2000 patterns; and the P = 5 curve is still

near 1.0 for 10000 patterllso

Fig. 3b. The same as 4a except the initial Hamming distance is 12.

Fig, 3c. The same as 4a cxccpt 1.) the initial IIamming distance is 20 and 2.) tl~c sti~tc is ony

required to convcrgc to snmc pattern in the initial pattern act (not necessarily the pattern

used to crcatc it by modifying 20 of its bits). A P = 9 curve is also included.
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